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ABSTRACT

Future Creatures (2013) was realized by the author and
animation artist Eunjung Hwang. In this article, the inter-
media collaborative model, as well as approaches to au-
diovisual interaction and sound-event structuring and lay-
ering are addressed. In so doing, special attention is paid
to the implementation of concatentative synthesis tech-
niques.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 2008-2009, the author met Korean New York-based an-
imation and media artist Eunjung Hwang, while both were
fellows at the Akademie Schloss Solitude artist residency
program in Stuttgart, Germany. At that time, an anima-
tion/music collaboration was planned, but due to logistical
difficulties, was delayed until 2013. Rather than creating
an entirely new animation, Hwang proposed generating
two ”remixes” of visual material–one ca. 9:30 in dura-
tion, the other ca. fifteen minutes long–used to procuce
an existing video. As such, the collaboration would be
executed in serial (video, followed by audio), rather than
in parallel. The video materials consisted of (and set in
motion) images drawn from a book of animations, pub-
lished in 2006.1 Upon considering both video ”remixes,”
the shorter version was selected for this project.

2. VIDEO STRUCTURE, OBJECTS, STATES, AND
EVENTS

Following an eighteen-second introduction, the video di-
vides into three primary segments, entitled ”Bubbles” (3:11),”Sleep”
(1:46), and ”Home” (4:08), for a total duration of 9:23.
Each main segment consists of multiple scenes and scene
transitions. In turn, each scene is constituted by objects
(creatures) that are associated with goal-directed events.
Event completion results in the change of an object’s in-
ternal state. Objects tend to interact with each other ac-
cording to a predetermined set of rules. Furthermore, the
final state of one scene predicts the initial state of the sub-
sequent scene.

Despite the logical, algorithmic underpinning of the
video’s unfolding, the surface is populated by intricate and
wildly contrasting layered compositions, frenzied event
activity levels and scene-transitions, and a consistently high

1 http://blog.eunjunghwang.com/?p=632 (accessed 31 July 2015)

Figure 1. A copy of Eunjung Hwang’s animation com-
pilation Future Creatures, upon which the video images
were based.

rate of change, a rapid and propulsive visual rhythm. This
persistent state of controlled chaos is off-set by the recur-
rent appearances of objects/creatures and events, which
contribute continuity and coherence to the fabric of the
video.

3. AUDIOVISUAL INTERACTION: INTENTIONS
AND APPROACHES

In contributing an audio dimension to the video, two prin-
cipal objectives were established: 1) to avoid a strictly
mimetic relationship between the visual and auditory and
2) to take into account and explore differences in visual
and auditory perception via decoupling changes in the den-
sity and type of video and audio events, respectively.
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Figure 2. Still from Future Creatures Part I, ”Bubbles.”

With the above aims in mind, several approaches were
considered, ranging from a more generalist/statistical ”aerial
view” interaction model, in which each scene would be
assigned a unique sound-complex that would reflect the
atmosphere and intensity of the visuals, to a deterministic
”microscope view” method, in which each video object
would be associated with a unique and dynamic audio ob-
ject. The ”aerial view” model was rejected, as it would
relegate the music/audio to a mere background function.
By contrast, the one-to-one video-to-audio object map-
ping approach would be problematic, in that a) the ten-
dency towards cross-modal surface imitation would be too
great, thereby establishing trivial audiovisual relationships;
b) operating on such a local level would quickly lead to
surface saturation; and c) perhaps most importantly, ex-
clusive attention to local morphology would result in a
sacrifice (or at least compromise) of global shaping and
control.

As such, the selected interaction strategy fell some-
where in between these extremes.Not only would con-
nections be established between the visible and audible
surfaces of the work, but structural similarities between
the visual and auditory domains would also be achieved
through the application of the video’s layering processes,
density distributions, and goal-directed procedures to the
organization of audio data. Rather than maintaining a
static audiovisual correspondence or demanding a perpet-
ual focus on minute details on the part of the viewer, it
was intended that a ”flickering” effect be achieved, such
that significant changes in a complex field of sonic micro-
events would incite a perspectival shift within the visual

Figure 3. Still from Future Creatures Part II, ”Sleep.”

Figure 4. Still from Future Creatures Part III, ”Home.”

field, and vice versa. Consequently, the hierarchy of per-
ceptually salient events within a given scene would be
subject to frequent fluctuations, triggered by cross-modal
cues. But what would be the optimal means of implement-
ing this interaction strategy?

4. CONCATENATIVE SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES
AND SOURCE MATERIALS

4.1. What is Concatenative Synthesis?

Concatenative synthesis is a sub-type of granular synthe-
sis, in which segmented recordings are analyzed for acous-
tic features, gathered into corpora, and conjoined (con-
catenated) into extended sequences according to a given
set of criteria or models. In CataRT, IRCAM’s real-time
concatenative synthesis system,2 for instance, source file
segments (samples) in a corpus may be distributed and ac-
tivated in a two-dimensional acoustic features descriptor
space (with descriptors specified by the user), mapped to

2 imtr.ircam.fr/imtr/CataRT (accessed 04 August 2015)
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Figure 5. Another still from Future Creatures Part III,
”Home.”

live instrumental or vocal input, or used for the resynthe-
sis of a ”target” soundfile. Thus, a corpus of samples of
Bach chorales may be used to resynthesize a Beethoven
symphony (or vice versa), John Coltrane samples may be
triggered by live saxophone input, a Lachenmann orches-
tra piece may be articulated by a corpus of dog barks, and
so on.

Given the strictly non-real-time application of concate-
native synthesis in the context of Future Creatures, the
AudioGuide program,3 designed by composer Ben Hack-
barth, was employed. Written in Python, AudioGuide effi-
ciently generates audio output, and interfaces with CSound,
Max/MSP, and Pure Data (Pd). In the AudioGuide inter-
face, the user is provided numerous affordances regarding
time-varying audio-descriptors in performing the analy-
sis of segments in a database, such that one segment cor-
pus/target pairing may produce multiple contrasting resyn-
thesis results. With respect to segment-to-target mapping,
segment density and alignment may be varied.

4.2. Why Concatenative Synthesis in Future Creatures?

In order to achieve the audiovisual interaction strategy
described above, there were three essential conditions to
fulfill: 1) the ability to generate heterogeneous layers of
micro-events; 2) goal-directedness and 3) control over event
density. In addition, as a response to the representational
nature of the video (anthropomorphic characters and ur-
ban/suburban/rural settings for the scenes), the potential
for sound-source recurrence and identifiability, as well as
the capacity to situate segments along a sound iconicity-
abstractness gradient, were desired. The use of concate-
native synthesis in general, and AudioGuide in particular,
proved highly effective in achieving these goals. While
variations in segment density, duration, and number of
segment corpus sources could occur via any type of granu-
lar or stochastic synthesis, the resynthesis of target sound-
files, and the broad range of acoustic descriptor and map-
ping parameter settings that could be applied are unique
to concatenative synthesis. The targets–of varying dura-
tions at different levels of scale–would fulfill the essen-
tial role of shaping the sonic events (collections of seg-
ments) constituting each scene. As a given soundfile could

3 http://www.benhackbarth.com/audioGuide/ (accessed 05 August
2015)

function as a target and undergo segmentation, it would
be possible to construct a ”figure/ground” relationship be-
tween soundfiles, such that a soundfile that at one moment
contributes to the surface material (segments), would later
constitute a scene’s structural backbone.

4.3. Segment and Target Sources

The sound sources deployed in Future Creatures belong
to four principal categories:

1) urban and industrial environment mechanical and
electronic sounds (e.g., construction equipment, car alarms,
and bells); 2) animal sounds; 3) human voices (both nat-
ural and synthetic); and 4) K-Pop samples (a reference to
both the country of origin of the animation artist and the
country of residence of the author at the time of composi-
tion).

In total, six targets–each compressed and stretched to
occupy durations ranging from 18 seconds to four minutes–
and 32 segmented soundfiles were utilized. In several
cases, concatenative synthesis procedures were applied it-
eratively, such that a soundfile generated via segmenta-
tion and concatenation would itself be subsequently seg-
mented and mapped to a target. The selected target, as
well as descriptor, density, and segment alignment param-
eters would be subject to modification at each successive
iteration.

5. EXTENSIONS

5.1. The fcremap Series

Following the completion of Future Creatures,4 the au-
thor began to compose a set of pieces for solo instruments
and live electronics based upon the video’s visual and sonic
materials. Entitled the fcremap series (fc = ”Future Crea-
tures”; remap = remapping of the video onto a different
medium and performance context), the pieces therein all
metabolize still image data derived from the video through
the use of image/sound processing and conversion soft-
ware. RGB color values are interpreted as spectral data,
whose control parameters may be adjusted by the user.
The resulting data has been applied to synthesis and filter-
ing processes in the electronics, as well as a means of gen-
erating harmonic structures for the instrumental parts. An-
other commonality amongst the fcremap works is the pro-
jection of the electronics through small tactile transducers
affixed to the instruments. Besides obviating the need for
a PA system, using the instrument as a resonator corpore-
alizes the electronic sounds, as well as tightly integrating
electronic and instrumental sources. These performative,
three-dimensional, and physical ”remixes” of the original
elements stand in stark contrast to a two-dimensional dig-
ital video representation.

At the time of writing (August 2015), two composi-
tions in this cycle have been completed: fcremaperc for
percussion, 5 and fcremapno for prepared piano.6 Both

4 The final version may be viewed here: https://vimeo.com/70344676
(accessed 05 August 2015)

5 Here is a recording of the US premiere, as performed
at Spectrum in New York by percussionist Eric Derr:
https://soundcloud.com/atsigman/fcremaperc-2014 (accessed 05
August 2015).

6 Frederick Croene’s January 2015 performance:
https://soundcloud.com/atsigman/fcremapno-january-2015-version
(accessed 05 August 2015).
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are ca. 9:30 in duration (i.e., the approximate duration
of Future Creatures), and date from 2014. While the for-
mer preserves the tripartite structure of the video, the latter
unfolds as a single continuous movement. In fcremaperc,
transducers are attached to a metal sheet, snare drum, and
a re-tuned zither; in fcremapno, onto the piano frame.

5.2. Interactive Audio-Centric Game Version

Taking the rule-based ”narrative” of Future Creatures as
a point of departure, the next step will entail creating a
game adaptation of the video in the near future. In the
game, players interact directly with objects (characters),
changing their internal state via the execution of events.
These changes of state correlate with the manipulation of
associated audio parameters. As opposed to more conven-
tional game scenarios, in which activities are purely fo-
cused on earning points or ascending levels, this game will
be somewhat pedagogical in nature: through engagment
with the game environment, players effectively learn how
to play a collection of virtual micro-instruments. Needless
to say, designing such an environment and enabling such
a mode of engagement requires fine-grained audiovisual
correspondences, and therefore a different multimedia in-
teraction model than was the case in the video version of
Future Creatures. Far from being conceived as an im-
provement upon the video’s interaction model, it is sim-
ply considered more appropriate for the (active and open-
ended) game context than the (passive and self-contained)
video representation.
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